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Related Products:

SGLGW, SGLFW, SGLTW, SigmaTrac, SigmaWin+ 5.62 or later

Sigma‐5 Linear Motor Polarity Detection
Question:
How do I run a Yaskawa linear motor without hall sensors?

Answer:
This FAQ describes the required amplifier parameters settings for enabling and operating the polarity
detection feature for hall-less operation of Sigma-5 linear motor systems. The polarity detection function
detects the magnetic polarity and stores the phase data in the ServoPack relative to the linear scale. This
detection routine is initiated automatically the first time a ServoON command is received from the host
controller after initial power up of the servo system.

Note: The use of hall‐less startup commutation of linear motors is only recommended for horizontally
mounted systems with allowable clearance during the startup period.

For linear motor operation without hall sensors, the amplifier system must be configured to disable the
Hall Sensor Selection with Pn080.0
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Once the Hall sensor selection has been disabled, and the amplifier reset, the default polarity detection
parameters should be tested using the “Polarity Detection” function under the “Setup” menu in
SigmaWin+ software.

Note: During the Polarity Detection routine, the linear motor will move between at least two magnetic
phases of the magnet track in search of the correct phasing. Care must be taken to insure that there is
ample clearance for this operation to complete successfully.

1. In the SigmaWin+ Σ‐V component main window, click Setup and then Polarity Detection. A warning
message appears, reminding you of the possible dangers.

Click Cancel to return to the main window without executing the polarity detection function.
2. Click Continue, and the Polarity Detection box appears.
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3. Click Start, and the polarity detection will be executed.
If the initial test, fails to complete, then the detection routing parameters can be adjusted for various
loading conditions. The Polarity detection settings are listed in the Force (Pn4xx) parameter tab within
SigmaWin+ below.
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